Jolly's Knoware In Time
My own self authority surpasses all that we know as authority in this world.
I live a life of contribution rather than one of servitude.
My outer world changes as I change inside and reconnect with my whole self.
I acknowledge that the balance point is constantly changing and I stay aware
of this.
I am aware that ideology is not reality. However, I keep my vision of where
I am going.
I am aware that the matrix system was imposed in this reality. I am also
aware that I am within it and I must keep a balanced respect for it while
expecting respect from it.
I never resent the matrix system, I keep a healthy relationship with it.
I continue using wisdom and keep it within all equations and considerations.
I use the Triple A of Life when communicating with the matrix and its
creator.
Programs of control and limitation along with emotional wounding caused
primarily by these programs are what is keeping humanity from being
who we really are. When we become aware of this truth, we heal and
return to inflowment here on earth.
Peace is an automatic by-product of this knowledge and awareness.
This leads us to acknowledge Earth Mother’s distorted ego and to let
her go.
When dealing with the matrix and its constant imposition on me and all of
humanity, my response is to say thank you, but no thank you. I do not fight, I
simply say “No”.
I all ways use respect and communication when interacting with the matrix
system.
I go into the amazing space of grace which leads me into my power which is
impregnable. I can self protect, all attacks I deflect – I say NO.
Any beings that choose to attack, I deflect and I tell them to exit this
reality.

My brain is never involved in any of the above, I go to my inner, higher Big
self for this.
OK, so yes, we did (agreed at a soul level) incarnate into another’s creation
[The Matrix] and we must respect that, without any resentment for it.
However, in the drama of this reality, we did not agree to the imposition of
the programs of control and limitation. In more recent times, additional
systems of control have been created, primarily a clever system which was
created to enslave us completely to this matrix. Our true status of living
being on the land was taken from us by sly manipulation and converted into
one of bonded surety which allows the Catholic Church/Vatican to own our
physical body. Choosing to correct our status will enable us to take back our
inherent inner power, and physical freedom. We live by natural lore and do
no harm. I tell the system to not harm me, and I do not harm it. We continue
a healthy, respectful relationship –> balanced inflowment.

